
Home Based Learning

Week 3 : Monday 



Reading 







The Olympic Games 
Why were the ancient Olympics initially organised?

How and when did the modern Olympics begin?

Why were athletes originally given olive wreaths as a reward? 

The Olympic Games 



The Olympic Games 
Why do you think women were not allowed to participate in 
the ancient Olympics?

Why is a flame lit at the modern Olympics? Where does the 
flame come from?



What do you think the Olympic Rings 
symbolise? 
TIP: Look at the symbol at the image 
at the top of each slide 😉

The Olympic Rings 



FRUIT BREAK 



Writing 



The Ancient Greek Olympics
Imagine you were an Olympian or a spectator at the early Olympics in ancient 
Greece. Write a recount explaining what happened and how you felt.
TIP: Think about what you know about the Olympics from Ancient Greece. 

For Tips on how to write a recount see this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ckk6YgbuOSY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ckk6YgbuOSY


MORNING TEA



Maths  



Addition Problems-Olympics
The total cost of one of my pairs of runners and one of my pairs of 
soccer boots is $87. I know that the runners cost at least $50 more 
than the soccer boots. How much might the runners cost?

I need to buy a new swimming cap and goggles for the swimming 
carnival. Together they cost $54. The googles cost less than $20. 
What could be the price of my cap and goggles?



Addition Problems and Challenge
My soccer ball and my basketball together cost $137. The soccer 
balls cost at least $10 more than the basketball. What might the 
soccer ball cost?

Challenge: For the first question, what might be the maximum cost of 
the soccer boots?



Lunch



Science



Features and adaptations of Codium fragile
Seaweed parts are named differently than land plants. We're used to saying "leaf" and 
"roots" and "stem", but with seaweeds we use other words.  

Seaweeds are still called a plant but unlike land plants the entire plant 
photosynthesizes. What we call leaves on a land plant we call "blades" on seaweeds.  
Some seaweeds have floats which are filled with gas to help them stay upright under 
water. A stipe is the part that attaches the plant to the holdfast. These can also be 
called branches. The holdfast actually holds the plant down. It doesn't act like roots; 
its purpose is to grip the plant to the surface. 

Not every seaweed will have all the parts. Seaweeds are highly variable, meaning they 
can be very different from each other. Let's take a closer look...what parts can we see?

Project Codium 



1. Go to the following link Living 
Learning - Primary School Resources 
- The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney 
(nsw.gov.au) 

2. Scroll down until you see the codium 
image like ->

3. Click the red dots to learn more 
about the features and adaptations 
of codium 

4. Draw a labelled diagram of Codium 
(please do not copy all of the 
information from the website. 
Shorten it to show only the 
important parts)

5. Upload it to the next slide.

Project Codium - Features and Adaptations 

https://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/Learn/Living-learning/Primary-School-Resources/Project-Codium-Saving-Seaweed/Identify-and-Define
https://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/Learn/Living-learning/Primary-School-Resources/Project-Codium-Saving-Seaweed/Identify-and-Define
https://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/Learn/Living-learning/Primary-School-Resources/Project-Codium-Saving-Seaweed/Identify-and-Define
https://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/Learn/Living-learning/Primary-School-Resources/Project-Codium-Saving-Seaweed/Identify-and-Define


Upload your labelled diagram here. 

Project Codium 



1. Go to the following link Living 
Learning - Primary School 
Resources - The Royal Botanic 
Garden Sydney (nsw.gov.au) 

2. Scroll down until you see the 
codium life cycle image 

3. Above it is an audio clip. Press 
play and listen to a scientist talk 
about the life cycle of codium. 

4. Scroll down until you see the ‘Life 
Cycle Matching Game’ 

5. Play the game 

Project Codium - Life Cycle 

https://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/Learn/Living-learning/Primary-School-Resources/Project-Codium-Saving-Seaweed/Identify-and-Define
https://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/Learn/Living-learning/Primary-School-Resources/Project-Codium-Saving-Seaweed/Identify-and-Define
https://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/Learn/Living-learning/Primary-School-Resources/Project-Codium-Saving-Seaweed/Identify-and-Define
https://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/Learn/Living-learning/Primary-School-Resources/Project-Codium-Saving-Seaweed/Identify-and-Define

